When things are adjusted properly:
Each of the cross-bars should be in the middle of the page
Each of the cross-bars should be exactly five (5) inches long.

Set-up procedure:
XEROX
Printer Test Chart
This is the lead edge

Dover
Margin Adj. Scan Dir. Bit Dir.
Scan Line Length (in.) Paper Speed (ips)

Larger # shortens bar "B" Larger # shortens bar "A"

"B"

"A"

This is a test document for aligning landscape printers
When things are adjusted properly:
Each of the cross-bars should be exactly five (5) inches long.
Each of the cross-bars should be in the middle of the page
Fold the paper in half each way to check position.
Set-up procedure:
First set length of the bars.
Then set placement of the bars.
Log each setting on this sheet as you print it.
When you get it right, tape the final test sheet inside the right hand lid of the printer.
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